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There are places in the world 

where you can truly enjoy beautiful scenery and

immerse yourself into the numerous wonders ofmother nature….

Plenty of places are out there to appreciate exquisite

pieces of art, fashion, music and a historic heritagewith its people…

Some places are there to offer you a delicious

cuisine, wonderful poetry and astonishing theatricalperformances…

Sevilla is the place where you could find 

a bit of everything you may need to fully enjoy your

life. I certainly did find here everything I needed for

work and for leisure. On top of all of the offers it has,

it made me feel at home which is, in my opinion, the

most precious feeling you can possibly get.
 





Surprise

The state of being surprised, struck with a sudden feeling

of wonder or astonishment, especially at something

unexpected.
Finding yourself stuck in a procession

Azulejos
Sevillian yellow against Sevilla's sky

An old man having a beer at 11am

Spotting a new colourful corner on the way to work

The underneath of balconies

Azulejos in worn out buildings

Getting olives when you ask for a beer

Alameda: old ladies fanning themselves while chatting,

kids
running around, young people having a drink, altogether

Tortas de aceite and their packaging



Palm trees

‘Buenas tardes, señorita’

Finding a bell tower when you look up the wall of a narrow

ally
Dátiles
Moorish ceilings in Catholic churches

21 degrees on December 11

Electronic music in an ex-monastery

Cars driving through very narrow alleyways

Neighbours saying hello

Freshly baked tostadas for breakfast

Cycling down Calle Duque Cornejo and finding yourself

below San Luis de los Franceses

Families gathered in Macarena&#39;s neighbourhoods

Puente de la Barqueta in the sun

Orange trees

‘Bueno, muchacha, …’

Maria Perego















into the frying pan
 

July 13, 2022
 POLLY.MACKINTOSH

 
I will not blow any minds by saying that Sevilla is a hot, hot place. It is often called the frying
pan of Europe – and this does not refer to the vats of bubbling churros or crispy pescaíto
frito boasted by blackboards across the city, though it easily could. No, Sevilla occupies a

special part of the Guadalquivir valley in Andalucía, where temperatures easily exceed the
late 30s and early 40s by June.

 
As luck (and probably climate change) would have it, I found myself in the frying pan during

a heatwave of what was ‘extraordinary intensity‘ according to local weather people. I can
confirm that it was extraordinarily intense, and I was extraordinarily hot. Even my hardy

Sevillian students arrived at their English lessons in varying states of damp disarray. Madre
mía, que calor. For me, it was a baptism of fire and furious heat.

 
Firstly, it turns out that there is a significant difference between 40 degrees at the beach
and 40 degrees in the city. What is bearable on a white stretch of sand takes on a whole
other form in the city. Daily life and work become difficult when even a quick trip to the

supermercado leaves you sweating in places you didn’t even know you could sweat. What’s
more, Sevilla is afflicted by a confusing lack of public swimming pools, a lack that seems

almost designed to torture the uninitiated. You occasionally catch a glimpse of a glistening
turquoise rectangle of paradise behind a fence or locked door – this particular joy is

reserved exclusively for the apartment’s residents. Too bad. The sevillanos head to the
breezier beaches of Cádiz or Huelva, while the labyrinthine slides of the city’s greatest

amusement park, Isla Mágica, have to suffice for the rest of us.
 



Sevilla heat is like nothing I’ve ever experienced in the UK. It is thick and heavy
and soup-like. You walk out of the door into what feels like a warm bath. Wet hair
dries in ten minutes. A five minute walk leaves you with a curious trickle of sweat

down your arm. Slippery pools form underass on plastic bar chairs. And God
forbid you make the mistake of wearing cream-coloured shorts – they’ll be

soaked through and revealing your stripy underwear before you’re even halfway
through your caña. 

 
June hits and busy streets are completely deserted in the middle of the day.

Venturing out for your morning tostada is safe, but the afternoon heat is
reserved for mad dogs and English fools like me who try to explore cities in the
blazing sun (though this did eventually lose its charm, and the plastic fan in my

bedroom suddenly became my best – and definitely coolest – friend).
 

The whole day is forced to shift. Go to sleep in the afternoon and wake up at a
more acceptable hour. Later on, terraces will fill up in a matter of minutes as the

sun’s prisoners start to emerge. In the Alameda de Hércules, kids will pass
footballs through the columns, voices will gradually get louder and musicians will

take to benches to play flamenco. At 1am the city is wide awake.
 

Adapting to anything takes energy. Adapting to this heat takes energy and an
acceptance that you simply cannot do that much. You become slow, selective

about your actions. You struggle to think of anything besides how hot you are. In
the relentless heat you become almost meditative, in what feels like a glorious

panacea to the rush and overachievement of big city life. You suddenly
understand why that siesta is so necessary.

 
But you know what? Sometimes that swimming pool would be really nice.















 

 El Amor que Pasa- An Image of Seville, Yasmin Ballingall 
 

Cuando la esperanzada primavera comienza a encerar y las sombrías
golondrinas llegan/ Algunas volverán a anidar en tu balcón 

When hopeful spring starts waxing and somber swallows come / Some
shall return to nesting within your balcony 

- Gustavo Adolfo Bécquer 
 
 
 

Bécquer’s perennial verse can be found at the Glorieta
de Bécque square in María Luisa’s Park. This square is
dedicated to Becque’s beloved and speaks of a balcony
at Casa Bucarelli, a palace located in San Lorenzo’s
quarter at the heart of Seville and also speaks to me- on
the hopeful spring I have had, finally being able to begin
my placement in Spain. The monument dedicated to the
Romantic poet was inaugurated in 1911 as a realisation
of his poem ‘El amor que pasa’, which describes the
three states of love: ‘illusioned love’, ‘possessed love’ and
‘lost love’- symbolised by three female figures, all carved
from a single piece of marble. This small square, hooded
by the ‘bald cypress’ trees in the park, is as beautiful and
as eternal the poem itself: so that- as its sculptor Collaut
Valera desired- ‘it can be walked through, so that it can
be experienced. That's how we integrate. It is part of the
idea of eternity’. 

 
 
 



 Tragically yet aptly romantic, I only learned the story of the Glorieta de Bécque on my very last day in
Seville. Walking through María Luisa’s Park for the last time, my walking partner and friend pointed out
the square and the adjacent shelf where lovers place their letters to Cupid. Upon reading the poem, I
felt instantly a sense of ‘love passing by’, or ‘el amor que pasa’ as the titular and final line of the poem. 

All in all, my time in Seville was a sunny Spring haze- a brief escape from the realities of a pandemic, UK
lockdowns and piling job anxiety. Reflecting on my three months from April to July, I fail to string my
experience into any series of timed events; rather it felt like one long day, or even- one long inhale and
exhale.
 
The city held beauty I have never before seen and the Sevillian lifestyle made this beauty casual
viewing- with every person living in leisure. Walks to work would be a stroll, lunches would last
afternoons and conversations would fill the evening. The hot air hung over the city until late at night,
where upon the air would be replaced by sounds of restaurant plates and glasses, flamenco music,
children’s laughter and friendly chatter. My experiences of new towns and cities, museums and parks,
work and friendships were so plentiful and joyous they could not be reduced to a single instance.
Rather the best single image of Seville I could portray is that one of Maria Luisa’s Park, in a corner of
San Lorenzo square, in the middle of Seville city- romantic, and visually incredible, yet in a way, modest
and understated. My tripart expectation, experience and then end to this placement is much like the
three loves Bécquer describes. I have left with all of my memories and this image of life etched into my
mind, and in my heart lies a new place for Seville, the city which I was lucky enough to call home. 

 
 
 
 











"I had an incredible experience in Seville. 
I learnt so much about myself, other people and

how to manage things in a more affective way. I have
grown personally.

 
I also couldn’t have asked for more from my

placement..it was a perfect fit for me and I felt that I
added a lot of value towards the students learning

of english. So many memories and life changing
experiences." 
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